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Obesity is a worldwide disease that affects people of all ages and gender; in consequence, researchers have made
great efforts to identify factors that cause it early. In this study, an intelligent method is created, based on su
pervised and unsupervised techniques of data mining such as Simple K-Means, Decision Trees (DT), and Support
Vector Machines (SVM) to detect obesity levels and help people and health professionals to have a healthier
lifestyle against this global epidemic. In this research the primary source of collection was from students 18 and
25 years old at institutions in the countries of Colombia, Mexico, and Peru. The study takes a dataset relating to
the main causes of obesity, based on the aim to reference high caloric intake, a decrease of energy expenditure
due to the lack of physical activity, alimentary disorders, genetics, socioeconomic factors, and/or anxiety and
depression. In the selected dataset, 178 students participated in the study, 81 male and 97 female. Using algo
rithms including Decision Tree, Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Simple K-Means, the results show a relevant
tool to perform a comparative analysis among the mentioned algorithms.

B S T R A C T

1. INTRODUCTION
Excessive fat accumulation in various parts of the body presents a
risk to the normal development of health and affects indistinctly people
of all ages and gender [1]. According to the World Health Organization
(WHO) [2] many persons aged over 18 years suffer from weight alter
ation problems, caused by several factors associated to food intake with
high caloric content, sedentary nature, and modes of transportation.
Authors [3] mention other determining factors for obesity: “being an
only child, familiar conflicts such as the divorce of parents, depression or
anxiety”. According to Ref. [4], obesity is a disease with multiple factors;
its main feature is the uncontrolled increase of weight due to an exces
sive proportion of fat, high caloric intake, and low energy consumption.
Based on prior studies, one can see that authors have invested
important efforts in research [5–14]. They have performed analysis of
the factors that impact the appearance of obesity, producing different
computationally intelligent methods based on data mining techniques,
discipline that involves the study of massive data sources, to search
novel information and use it for decision-making processes.
In the USA, obesity prevalence based on self-reported data from
BRFSS 2013 was 29%, in contrast to 34% using objectively-measured
height and weight data from the National Health and Nutrition Exami
nation Survey (NHANES). While NHANES is useful for monitoring na
tional trends in obesity, its relatively small sample size (and lack of data

collection in every state during each survey) is insufficient to produce a
yearly state-specific estimate. As a result, no nationally-representative,
objectively-measured BMI surveillance system exists that can provide
unbiased estimates of state-specific obesity prevalence. This lack of ac
curate data limits states’ ability to evaluate the health and economic
effects of the obesity epidemic and to plan prevention policies and
programs [15].
With the prevalence of overweight and obesity on the rise, the need
to develop computational approaches to predict which individuals will
benefit from dieting is also increasing. While weight loss shows success,
we must balance it against any future weight regain. Similarly, a
reduction in an individual’s weight-related medication regimen may
show the improvement of overall health, but we must maintain it to
consider it as a long-term improvement. Besides the metric used to
determine success, we must also consider how data is acquired. While inlab tests may yield more reliable and detailed information, at-home
monitoring involves less time and effort, especially for clinicians. Ma
chine learning is a branch of computer science that explores algorithms
meant to learn from the data. Widely applicable, various implementa
tions of this approach have been used to examine a wide range of
problems. From protein-protein interactions and tumour classification
to detecting oil spills in satellite images, machine learning algorithms
have a large impact on current science [35].
This study has the purpose of implementing methods and techniques
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in data mining, based on supervised and unsupervised learning, to detect
whether a person suffers from obesity. The structure of the research is: in
section 2 the methodology used for the experimentation phase and the
description of methods and techniques is presented, in section 3 are the
results obtained from the techniques DT, SVM, and simple k-means, and
finally in section 4 the conclusions of the study are provided.
2. RELATED

Model to refine body mass index result; an Image Processing Algo
rithm; and a Support Vector Machine that monitors food intake.
In the article “Obesity Level Estimation Software based on Decision
Trees” [14], the authors presented data for the estimation of obesity
levels in individuals from the countries of Mexico, Peru, and Colombia,
based on their eating habits and physical condition. The data contains 17
attributes and 2111 records; they labelled the records with the class
variable NObesity (Obesity Level), that allows classification of the data
using the values of Insufficient Weight, Normal Weight, Overweight
Level I, Overweight Level II, Obesity Type I, Obesity Type II and Obesity
Type III. They generated 77% of the data synthetically using the Weka
tool and the SMOTE filter, and they collected 23% of the data directly
from users through a web portal. This data can be used to generate
intelligent computational tools to identify the obesity level of an indi
vidual and to build recommender systems that monitor obesity levels.
According to Ref. [15], accurate methods to measure food and en
ergy intake are crucial for the battle against obesity. Providing user
s/patients with convenient and intelligent solutions that help them
measure their food intake and collect dietary information are the most
valuable insights toward long-term prevention and successful treatment
programs. The authors proposed an assistive calorie measurement sys
tem to help patients and doctors succeed in their fight against
diet-related health conditions. The system runs on smartphones, which
allows the user to take a picture of the food and measure the amount of
calorie intake automatically. To identify the food accurately in the
system, they use deep convolutional neural networks to classify 10,000
high-resolution food images for system training. The results show that
the accuracy of the method for food recognition of single food portions is
99%.
In [16], the authors propose a new dataset for the evaluation of food
recognition algorithms that can be used in dietary surveillance appli
cations. Each image represents a real dining tray with dishes and foods
arranged in different ways. Each tray contains multiple instances of food
types. The dataset contains 1027 dining trays for a total of 3616 in
stances of food belonging to 73 food types. The food on the tray images
has been manually segmented using carefully drawn polygonal bound
aries. They have made a comparative evaluation of the dataset by
designing an automatic tray analysis pipeline that takes an image of the
tray as input, finds the regions of interest, and predicts for each region
the corresponding food type. They have experimented with three
different classification strategies using also various visual descriptors.
They achieved about 79% accuracy in food and tray recognition using
features based on convolutional neural networks.
According to Ref. [17], recent large-scale genome-wide association
studies have identified tens of genetic loci robustly associated with Body
Mass Index. They also found their associated gene expression profiles
with BMI. However, accurate prediction of obesity risk utilising genetic
data remains challenging. In a cohort of 75 individuals, the authors in
tegrated 27 BMI-associated SNPs and obesity-associated gene expression
profiles. They computed the genetic risk score by adding BMI-increasing
alleles. They correlated the genetic risk score with BMI when they used
an optimization algorithm that excluded some SNPs. They built linear
regression and support vector machine models to predict obesity risk
using gene expression profiles and the genetic risk score. They achieved
an adjusted r2 value of 0.556 and an accuracy of 76% for the linear
regression and support vector machine models, respectively. The au
thors report a new mathematical method to predict obesity genetic risk.
They constructed obesity prediction models based on genetic informa
tion for a small cohort. The computational framework serves as an
example of using genetic information to predict obesity risk for specific
cohorts.
According to Ref. [31], current methods of self-monitoring kilocal
orie intake outside of laboratory/clinical settings suffer from systematic
underreporting bias. Recent efforts to make kilocalorie information
available have improved these methods to some extent, but it may be
possible to derive an objective and more accurate measure of kilocalorie

WORKS

The authors in Ref. [5] present a logistic regression model to estimate
the probability of mass body index in children with ages between 2 and
17 years, over small geographic areas. In Refs. [6] is presented a
computational model using a fuzzy signature to understand and manage
the intricacies of data in childhood obesity and one solution that could
handle the associated risk with early obesity and motor development in
childhood. In Refs. [7] is shown a framework with a hybrid approach
based on Naïve Bayes for prediction, and genetic algorithms to optimize
parameters applied to the prediction of pediatric obesity, with a low rate
of negative samples compared to the positive ones.
The authors in Ref. [8] exhibit an initial approach to the study of
predicting childhood obesity, collecting information from primary
sources: parents, children, and caretakers. They identified risk factors
such as obesity and education level of the parents, lifestyle and habits of
the children, and environmental influence. In Ref. [9] is proposed the
use of data mining for children obesity prediction. The purpose of the
survey proposed is to provide the understanding needed for obesity as a
disease.
Based on the literature found, is possible to see the effort of several
authors to analyse the disease, even creating web tools like IMC calcu
lation (2019), here one can calculate the obesity level of a person;
nevertheless these tools are limited to the body mass index calculation,
omitting other relevant factors such as if the individual has a family
history with obesity, time dedicated to exercise routines, and other
factors. Thus an intelligent tool is needed, capable of detecting effi
ciently obesity level.
In [10], the author aims to develop a model for the identification,
analysis, and estimation of obesity, in which each user is considered a
‘sensor’ of the online social network that can provide valuable health
information. Based on the detailed measurement of the correlation of
obesity and the proposed characteristics, the analytical model of obesity
of the NSO can estimate the rate of obesity in certain urban areas, and
the experimental results demonstrate a high rate of estimation success.
The authors in Ref. [11] propose mid-level features, namely
kernel-based features for prediction of health indices of populations
from social media data. They extract the kernel-based features on the
distributions of textual features overpopulation tweets and encode the
relationships between individual textual features in a kernel function.
They implemented features using three different kernel functions and
applied them for two case studies of population health prediction:
across-year prediction and across-county prediction.
In [12] the authors proposed a risk mining technique (PRMT) that
foretells a model to analyse the risk factor of obesity class using different
data mining classifiers, using WEKA to estimate the accuracy and error
measurement. The outcome of this process via Naïve Bayes is the best
classifier for the 10-fold cross-validation study.
The authors in Ref. [13] proposed a review to show Artificial Intel
ligent applications to obesity management and discussed their effec
tiveness. They performed the research in the following databases: Public
Medline (PubMed), Web of Science, Biblioteca Regional de Medicina
(BIREME), and Google Academic, by using the following keywords,
“artificial intelligence” and “obesity”. The results led to some Artificial
Intelligence systems used in obesity handling, which were: the Decision
Support System to bariatric surgery patients; the MOPET app to moti
vate physical activity; Parameter Decreasing Methods and Artificial
Neural Network to correlate obesity to cardiovascular disease; Artificial
Neural Network to predict resting energy expenditure; a Neuro-Fuzzy
2
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intake from bite count. As an objective, this study sought to develop and
examine the accuracy of an individualized bite-based measure of kilo
calorie intake and to compare that measure to participant estimates of
kilocalorie intake. They hypothesized that kilocalorie information
would improve human estimates of kilocalorie intake over those with no
information, but a bite-based estimate of kilocalorie intake would still
outperform human estimates. Multiple regression statistics were used to
determine whether height, weight, age, sex, and waist-to-hip ratio could
predict an individual’s mean kilocalories per bite for the training sam
ple. The model was then validated with the test group, and the
model-predicted kilocalorie intake was compared with the
human-estimated kilocalorie intake.
The authors [32] focus on accurate EE estimation for tracking
ambulatory activities (walking, standing, climbing upstairs, or down
stairs) of individuals wearing mobile sensors. They use Convolution
Neural Networks (CNNs) to detect automatically important features
from data collected from triaxial accelerometer and heart rate sensors.
Using CNNs, they find a significant improvement in EE estimation
compared to other state-of-the-art models. They compare the results
against state-of-the-art Activity-Specific Linear Regression and Artificial
Neural Networks (ANN) based models. Using a universal CNN model, an
overall low Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of 1.12 is obtained, which is
30% and 35% lower than existing models. They calibrated the results
against COSMED K4b2 indirect calorimeter readings.
The authors [33] performed a clinical experiment, using optimal
design, in volunteers weighing 44–150 kg, to identify the effect of
obesity on dapsone pharmacokinetic parameters based on the
maximum-likelihood solution via the expectation-maximisation algo
rithm. They used artificial intelligence-based multivariate adaptive
regression splines for covariate selection and identified weight and/or
age as predictors of absorption, systemic clearance, and volume of dis
tribution. These relationships occurred only between certain patient
weight and age ranges, delimited by multiple hinges and regions of
discontinuity, not identified by standard pharmacological approaches.
Older and obese people have lower drug concentrations after standard
dosing, but with complex patterns. Given that efficacy is
concentration-dependent, they need to personalise optimal dapsone
doses for obese patients.
The authors in Ref. [34] aimed at predicting different measures of
obesity based on the plasma lipidome in a large population cohort using
an advanced machine learning model. A total of 1061 participants from
the FINRISK 2012 population cohort were randomly selected, and the
levels of 183 species of plasma lipids were measured in a novel mass
spectrometric approach. Multiple machine intelligence models were
trained to predict the obesity estimates, i.e., body mass index (BMI),
waist circumference (WC), waist-hip ratio (WHR), and body fat per
centage (BFP), and validated in 250 randomly selected participants from
the Malmö Cardiovascular Diet and Cancer Cohort (MDC-CC). A com
parison of the different models revealed that the lipidome predicted BFP
the best (R2 = 0.73), based on a Lasso model. In this model, the strongest
positive and the strongest negative predictor were sphingomyelin mol
ecules, which differed by only 1 double bond, implying the involvement
of an unknown desaturase in obesity-related aberrations of lipid
metabolism.

physical activity, alimentary disorders, genetics, socioeconomic factors,
and/or anxiety and depression, based on [16].
According to Ref. [14], for creating their dataset, the authors
searched in literature for the key factors or habits that are associated
with obesity. The dataset has 18 variables that can determine if a person
presents obesity. To collect the information, they presented the variables
as questions through a survey, so as to apply to a group of college stu
dents in the countries of Colombia, Mexico, and Peru.
In the selected dataset, you can see that 178 students took part in the
study, 81 men and 97 women with ages between 18 and 25 years.

3. METHODOLOGY

This study proposes a method based on computational intelligence
through supervised and unsupervised data mining techniques to predict
or detect the obesity levels in young people. For this aim, the steps
performed were as follows.
First, the dataset to be used was identified; the dataset selected was
created by Ref. [14]. Once obtained, the process of preparation and
transformation of the data was made, to train the data mining methods
with clean information, avoiding missing data, atypical data, unbal
anced classes and checking the correlation level between attributes.
With the dataset ready, the next step was to apply the data mining
methods and techniques; for this the authors used the Weka tool, that

3.2. Decision trees (DT)
A Decision Tree (DT) is defined as a classification procedure that
partitions recursively a dataset into subdivisions; generally a decision
tree is composed of a root node and a set of internal nodes created after
data division and terminal nodes. Each node has a single parent and two
or more descendants (see Friedl and Brodley, 1997). According to
Magerma (1995), a decision tree is used to support decision-making
processes and sets a probability for each of the choices based on the
context of the decision. In Zhao and Koller (2001) is mentioned that
decision tree represent a supervised approach for classification that has
a simple structure formed by nodes or terminal nodes; nodes represent
tests in one or more attributes and terminal nodes show the results of the
decisions. The decision tree are implemented through different algo
rithms such as C4.5 and random forest.
3.3. Support Vector Machines (SVM)
SVM has a strong theoretical foundation and excellent empirical
results. In Tong and Koller (2001), SVM has been applied by different
agents in tasks such as digit recognition, also in Vapnik (1998), and in
object recognition Papageorgiou et al. (1998), text classification [17]
and human activities recognition [18]. These systems are based on the
statistical learning system developed in Ref. [19]; they proposed a
mathematical model for regression and classification problems In
Ref. [20,21], and [22] it is considered a major advantage of SVM is the
availability of powerful tools and algorithms to find solutions in an
efficient and fast manner.
3.4. Simple K-Means
Simple K-Means is considered the most popular method for unsu
pervised learning tasks, and its foundation is the construction of a set of
physical or abstract objects that has features or attributes in common
[23]. Based on [24], from a good clustering, one can generate
high-quality groups with high similarities for inter-classes and low
similarities between classes. The implementation of algorithms of clus
tering for unsupervised analysis of the data has become a useful tool to
explore and solve different problems in data mining. The cluster
grouping methods [25,26] have been used to propose solutions to
problems of many contexts and different disciplines.
3.5. Experimentation

For this research, the authors referenced the study performed, which
was used as a primary source of the data collected from a set of students
of institutions of Colombia, México, and Peru [14]. The students had
ages between 18 and 25 years.
3.1. Dataset
One of the major causes for the development of obesity refers to high
caloric intake, a decrease of energy expenditure due to the lack of
3
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Table 1
Result comparison (DT, SMV and Crossed Validation).

Table 2
The description of the groups generated with Simple K-Means.

Method

True Positive

False Positive

Precision

Recall

ROC Area

Cluster

Description

DT
SVM

97.2%
64.0%

0.7%
17.8%

97.2%
62.7%

97.2%
64.0%

98.2%
82.3%

Cluster
0

Sex: Male
Average age: 21 years
Average height: 1.67 m
Weight: 66 kg
Family with overweight problems, no fast food intake, usually consume
vegetables, often have 3 meals, have snacks between meals, no smoking,
drink more than 2 L of liquids daily, no daily caloric control, exercise 3 or
4 times weekly, use technology 0–2 h daily, no alcohol intake, use public
transportation, BMI average 24.47, and they are considered people not
prone to overweight problems
Sex: Female
Average age: 22 years
Average height: 1.64 m
Weight: 66 kg
Family with overweight problems, no fast food intake, always consume
vegetables, always have 3 meals, rarely have snacks between meals, no
smoking, drink more than 2 L of liquids daily, daily caloric control,
exercise 3 or 4 times weekly, use technology 0–2 h daily, no alcohol
intake, use public transportation, BMI average 23.58, and they are
considered people not prone to overweight problems
Sex: Male
Average age: 22 years
Average height: 1.7 m
Weight: 94 kg
Family with overweight problems, fast food intake, rarely consume
vegetables, always have 3 meals, rarely have snacks between meals, no
smoking, drink 1–2 L of liquids daily, no daily caloric control, no
exercise, use technology usually 3–4 h daily, rarely alcohol intake, use an
automobile, BMI average 31,6, and they are considered people prone to
overweight problems
Sex: Female
Average age: 22 years
Average height: 1.6 m
Weight: 72 kg
Family with overweight problems, fast food intake, rarely consume
vegetables, always have 3 meals, rarely have snacks between meals, no
smoking, drink 1–2 L of liquids daily, no daily caloric control, no
exercise, use technology usually 3–4 h daily, no alcohol intake, use public
transportation, BMI average 27,9, and they are considered people prone
to overweight problems

Cluster
1

Cluster
2

Fig. 1. Results comparative graph (DT, SVM and Crossed validation).

Cluster
3

Table 3
Results obtained (DT, Simple K-Means and Cross Validation).

Fig. 2. The distribution of groups of records created with Simple K-Means.

Method

True
Positive

False
Positive

Precision

Recall

ROC
Area

DT + Simple kMeans

98.5%

0.2%

98.5%

98.5%

99.5%

contains a set of algorithms useful for many situations. In this study, the
classification methods DT (J48), SVM (SMO) were used and Simple KMeans was selected as the clustering method for validation of the pro
posed model. To choose the best technique, the metrics used were pre
cision, recall, True Positive Rate (TP Rate), False Positive Rate (FP Rate),
and ROC area, since they are commonly used in previous studies such as
[14,27–29], for the training process. Cross validation was used accord
ing to Ref. [30], creating a distribution of the data, one part for the
training process and another for the testing process, guaranteeing op
timum results and avoiding over-training issues.
Finally, after having the results of each classification algorithm, the
best method was fused with the clustering algorithm, to generate an
intelligent system based on the unsupervised technique of Simple KMeans.

In Table 2 you can find the descriptive characteristics of each of the
clusters that are part of the study.
Finally, after the records were assigned to each cluster, the compu
tational model was trained using the DT method based on the clusters
generated by the method Simple K-Means, which produced the
following results.
These results are evidence of improvement compared with the pre
vious results obtained in Table 2, where the levels of recall reached by
the DT method were exceeded by the recall levels of the method with
Simple K-Means and DT combined in Table 3.

4. Results

5. CONCLUSIONS

To develop the proposed tool, a comparative analysis was performed
using the DT and SVM methods, testing them with the same training
scenario (Table 1, Fig. 1).
Then, a segmentation process was performed based on the results of
whether a person is obese or not, generating four groups described
below in Fig. 2.

Data mining is a discipline responsible for performing exploratory
analysis of data to identify patterns or behaviours on information
Through this discipline, researchers have created solutions for many
problems in society, such as disease identification based on historical
data. The analysis of obesity level is a current need for society, since it is
present worldwide and can affect people regardless of age or gender.
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Based on the literature analysis presented in this study, many authors
have invested efforts and resources to identify this pathology, which
makes this theme one of constant evolution.
In this research, a method based on computational intelligence is
created, using supervised and unsupervised techniques including KMeans, DT, and SVM. The methods were compared through evaluation
metrics of precision, recall, true positive rate, false-positive rate, and
ROC area. The training and classification processes were performed
using the data mining tool Weka after a preparation and transformation
data process was made to identify missing data, atypical data, and cor
relation analysis. Finally, the results obtained by the DT and Simple KMeans methods in precision (98.5%), recall (98.5%), true positive rate
(98.5%), false-positive rate (0.2%) and, ROC area (99.5%), surpass the
results obtained in previous studies as [7,10,14] that had values of 75%
and 85% in precision level.
The results presented can be useful to analyse the relevance of
methods based on computational intelligence to study different diseases
or pathologies, early and proper detection of them, and minimise the
impact of those diseases on society.
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